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The Brussels Capital Region (BCR) is a Belgian federated entity and gathers 1,2 million 
inhabitants. It is quite important to distinguish the town of Brussels, inhabited by 
160.000 inhabitants and one of the 19 municipalities forming the BCR, the Brussels 
Capital Region itself and the Brussels functional urban area, gathering 2,7 million 
inhabitants. Hence, the BCR includes around 45% of the whole FUA population and is 
exclusively urban. Although prosperous, the Brussels Capital Region faces many 
challenges, as social inequalities, mobility…, exceeding by far its borders. To face such 
challenges, the BCR would need an appropriate governance, in which they can be dealt 
with at the right scale. However, political institutions in Belgium made this complicated. 
Belgium is made of three regions, with large competencies: the Brussels Capital region, 
Flanders and Wallonia. Several state reforms have transferred most of competences 
from federal level to Regions, as territorial and urban development, mobility…, which 
can freely adopt their own regulations and policies.
The Brussels FUA goes well beyond the borders of the Brussels Capital Region, and 
extends its territory in Flanders and Wallonia. In the governance of the EU funds, the 
consequence of this rigid institutional arrangement is that most funds are managed 
separately by regions, while in and around the Brussels Capital Region, as mentioned, 
common challenges exist.
There is no metropolitan body or cooperation in Brussels at the metropolitan area level, 
although there is a legal framework to implement one. This ‘metropolitan community’ 
has been planned by a state reform in 2011 but has never been implemented.
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PQ3 How to valorise the role that the EU Cohesion Policy can play in the 
consolidation of metropolitan governance and cooperation? 

There is a strong need to continue the EUCP projects aimed at the development of territorially 
integrated initiatives and investments. The EUCP stimulus and support for cooperative forms of 
territorial initiatives will result in development of regular territorially integrated strategies aimed 
at solving problems of supralocal and subregional (in the NUTS2 meaning) nature. The 
metropolitan governance modes and the capacity to implement integrated planning tools are 
sensitive to specific context; EUCP should provide a framework that allows tasks and long-term 
actions to be tailored to the needs of particular metropolitan areas. Adopt a spatial approach, 
less thematic, when deciding Cohesion Policy guidelines could lead to another reading key of 
the territory / metropolitan area / FUA and therefore encourage metropolitan consideration. 
Adapt Interreg to introduce national Interreg cooperation programmes. Allow Brussels to take 
part in Interreg cross-border programmes because its Functional urban area connects with 
other cross-border FUAs (e.g. Lille FUA). Use also Interreg Transnational programmes like 
North-West Europe to foster cooepration within and between Metropolitan areas.

PQ1 How to strengthen the role of metropolitan areas in the development, 
management and implementation of the EU Cohesion Policy?

PQ2 How to increase the added value of the EU Cohesion Policy in the planning 
and implementation of metropolitan policies?

Given the absence of metropolitan governance in Brussels, the emphasis for Brussels 
should be put on « favouring the institution and consolidation of metropolitan governance 
structures and cooperation practices », in particular if and how cohesion policy could be 
relevant to implement metropolitan policies and achieving spatial development goals.

Hence, for the Brussels Capital-Region (BCR), the authorities in charge of the EU funds, 
cohesion policy may be used as a leverage to developing metropolitan cooperation. Indeed, 
territorial development does not stop at the Brussels regional border, and more cooperation 
is needed with the two other regions and all municipalities strongly connected to the BCR. 
More precisely, in the Belgian/Brussels context, EU funds may help in favouring the 
institutional actors to cooperate whenever necessary.

One of the principles upon which various actors active within the Brussels metropolitan area 
are relying is to envisage interregional cooperation in a very pragmatic way. Within the 
Brussels metropolitan area, the various actors seem to favour a consultation and/or a 
cooperation model, which would identify data and experiences to exchange between entities 
and thus attempt to define a strategy for developing an inter-regional approach. This "soft 
governance model" would con-tribute to establishing a high level of trust between the 
different entities, where each of them would have something to gain by collaborating with the 
others on common issues established upstream.

Adopt and empower the “metropolitan community” will open the possibility of obtaining various 
funds with positive effects for each Region. Develop and extend the “Plan Régional de 
Développement Durable” in a way that other Regions could participate. Anchor and strengthen 
metropolitan area notion in federal/regional legislation to develop metropolitan cooperation and 
governance. Adopt a spatial approach, less thematic, when deciding Cohesion Policy 
guidelines could lead to another reading key of the territory / metropolitan area / FUA and 
therefore encourage metropolitan consideration.

Long-term goals of strategic metropolitan planning included in EUCP may help to identify the 
future opportunities and threats of individual metropolitan areas development and may stimulate 
undertaking the long-term initiatives within an hypothetic Brussels Metropolitan Area. Solving 
the pending problems and achieving the goals of metropolitan areas development depend 
strongly on how EUCP OPs are designed and implemented. 
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